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Everybody gets to have their own opinion and their own vote for councilors. Here is my opinion and how I will exercise
my "one" vote for the councilors in the future

Opinion
The problem is, everybody is right, but a word of caution

1. Developers maximize their profitability by "buildable square footage" in relation to total size of the development
as this is what you are buying - a house for living in. Higher density with smaller lots give you more buildable
square footage, hence a higher profit per square footage of total land being developed

2. Lots with the legal ability for rentable suites or Accessory Dwelling Units (ADU's) - "Coach Houses" are more
valuable than those without as the buyer has what most call a "mortgage helper" hence the builder can price
these lots higher on a per square foot basis as the buyer has the ability to pay a higher price. The increased
value of these lots due to zoning regulations flows to the developer, not the buyer

3. Multiple types of residential development - ie. multi-family, home commercial, town homes etc. increases the
size of the market segments that the developer can sell to, hence turning his money faster and increasing his
profits

4. Developers love pro-development councils - makes everything so much easier

The winners & Losers with densification through smaller lots and increased housing units per lot

●  Big winner - Developers with much higher profits
●  Winner - Buyers of a lot/house with a place to live and a "mortgage" helper
●  Losers - Residents that wanted to see Lantzville retain a semi-rural charm and not become like so many other

developments in North or now South Nanaimo maximizing buildable square footage. You don't have to drive far
to see what Lantzville densified development could look like.

My recollection of when we voted to form a "City" was "we could control our own destiny" - if we wanted to stay semi-
rural we could, and if we wanted to look like North Nanaimo we could. The development pressures have always been
huge on Lantzville with a regional shopping hub on our boundaries. It was likely only a matter of time before a pro
development council was elected which coincided with the saturation of easily developable land in North Nanaimo, and
a robust housing demand with developers looking for the next area of flat, easily developable land. An expanding sewer
system and a tie into to the Nanaimo water supply was "icing on the cake"

In reality, there is only an imaginary border between North Nanaimo and Lantzville. Housing prices are going to be no
more or no less affordable than they are in North Nanaimo. Close availability for seniors to shopping etc. is available
adjacent to Lantzville in North Nanaimo and is actually closer than these developments will be in Lantzville.
Any commercial stores are going to find it hard to compete with the "mega" low cost businesses we have right on
Lantzville's doorstep - from Costco, to Save-on, to Canadian Super Store, Walmart etc. etc.
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I am Opposed to this bylaw amendment and urge the council to not rezone 6953 Dickinson Road, PID: 026-026-937 Lot

A, District Lot 37, Wellington District, Plan VIP77507 to Residential Zone 5 from Future Study Area zone. Residential 1

zone is adequate for the development of this property as it has already been "densified" with the zoning bylaws

doubling the family occupancy permitted on these potential lots with residential zoning now allowing secondary
dwelling or in-house suites.

My opinion is that we should stay with the semi-rural community that we were promised when we were incorporated in
2003 - "and not become like North Nanaimo" as I recall the tagline being by densifying to smaller lots. Also, my opinion

is that council is on a very "slippery slope" in that once one developer gets a relaxation of zoning density, others will

expect (or demand) the same treatment

Vote

My "one" vote in the future will be against the current councilors that support this motion

I have lived at the same address in Lantzville for over 40+ years and it has been in my wife's family for close to 60 years

Chris Boniface

Box 149

7234 Ellesmere Road

Lantzville, B.C
Canada

V0R2H0
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9/1/2020

Attention Kyle Young

Director of Planning

Re:- Lantzville Zoning Bylaw No. 180, 2020, Amendment Bylaw (Lot A Dickinson Road) No.244,
2020

As long time residents of 6925 Owen Road, we wish to advise you of our support for the proposed

rezoning. Such development is long overdue. There is one issue that we would like to see dealt with and

that concerns the narrow strip of land adjacent to our property. This strip may be identified as "park",
however this land has never been utilized for anything. The strip has not been maintained by the District.

We suggest this land should be included within the subdivision and perhaps a wider sidewalk or trail be
included in the subdivision.

Yours truly.

<^<z.
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Mayor and council

I write in support of the Bylaw amendment as noted above.

In my view this property is suitable for the proposed use.

I do not however, support a road connection to Dickenson Rd; The geometries of Dickenson at this
location with a new road within the property connecting to Dickenson Rd may create safety issues. To
address this Council may wish to consider the following options:

Prior to bylaw adoption Council could request the owner to retain a Professional Engineer with
experience in traffic management, to assess the proposed access in accordance with best
practices. Any recommendations by the Engineer should be a condition of development
approval.
Adopt the bylaw conditional on no vehicle access to Dickenson Rd;
Adopt the bylaw conditional on no vehicle access to Dickenson Rd and require a no-build
restrictive covenant on 50% of the proposed lots until Owen Rd is extended east across adjacent
properties and connected to Schook Rd;

1)

2)
3)

In my view development of this and adjacent properties should be subject to the continuance of Owen
through to Schook Rd;

Yours truly

3raham Savage,,
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District of Lantzville Staff and Council:

tart respectful manner, regards

I

I support growth and development in our community when it is done in a sma
to the proposed rezoning I ask that you consider the density of this development and how it will impact those
in that neighborhood. The OCP speaks of blending development into current communities. Does this proposal

1-kM Sb)provide that?

I would also ask that you have the developer add green space to these proposals.

Please uphold the OCP guidelines regarding development density in our beautiful community. This is the
reason we left Nanaimo behind for the enjoyment and benefits of rural life.

Rachelle Mundell
6711 Alger Rd
Lantzville BC
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Special Meeting of Council September 9th

From:
Sent:

SEP 0 9 2020To:

Subject: ;  l A ZJpi '

J^genda

QxundlEsteemed Members of Council

I would like to express my thoughts on the two subdivisions before you today for your consideration.

On the first item 3a of the agenda

The rezoning of 7360 Harby Rd E to Residential 3 to facilitate the subdivision of the subject property.
- R3 is a zoning designation that already exists in the Zoning Bylaw,

I have concerns with the lack of public amenities being provided.

The land will be subdivided to allow 6 new building lots yet the owner is only paying in a community contribution $3,000
per lot up to a maximum of $12,000.

Land is at a premium on Vancouver Island and in the district of Lantzville. If these monies are to be used towards future
parkland, then the time value of this contribution is in actual fact less. As in the future the land the District attempts to
obtain for future parkland will most likely be more expensive than it is now.

Other than that this development follows the existing neighbourhood in spirit. It does not propose something that is
significantly different in scope.

On the second item 3b of the agenda
I have mixed feelings about the subdivision of 6953 Dickinson Road.

R5 does not currently exist in the zoning bylaw, no public input or consideration has been given to the requirements
within this new zoning, which could potentially impact other areas of Lantzville as this new zone gets applied to other
infill areas within Lantzville and zoning applications.

Was any consideration given to add to the narrow park at 6907 Owen Rd with a strip of land on the western boundary of
the subject property?

Again the current contribution of $3000 per lot against the future cost of land.

Thank you for your time

Sean Reilly
6711 Alger Rd
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From:
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Mayor and Council,
About a year ago, the District Planner reduced the number of zoning designations significantly to 'simplify'

the New Zoning bylaw, and in so doing, more than doubled the 'permitted uses' on two pieces of 'commercial
like' property in our F-SA/F-SAP neighbourhood BEFORE any of the promised, essential planning consultation
work was done! Now, with these two bylaws tonight, he is proposing to add 2 new ones to the 'barely dry'
zoning bylaw!

The subject property of the above referenced bylaw is located in a rather large F-SA (Future-Study Area)
section of East Lantzville. The whole concept of  a New Zoning bylaw designation of F-SA (Future-Study Area is
extremely problematic! How can the District be contemplating making significant changes to how this area will
develop when there has, to-date, been no "Study" and certainly no consultation with the residents of the area
in order to develop a broadly-supported, neighbourhood, development plan?!?

Council, under pressure from Lantzville's major landowner, Lantzville Projects Ltd., decided to 'kick the can
down the road' by designating large portions of the District lands as 'future' planning areas but I have not been
able to find a clear explanation of how exactly that is supposed to work! Now, we have this VERY AGGRESSIVE
amendment which, if approved, would irrevocably change the neighbourhood and set a very bad precedent
for future applications! The average lot size of the surrounding properties is 0.81 ha (2.0 ac), with the smallest
of these being 2000 m2 (0.5 ac). This proposal has lots all around the 1000 m2 (0.25 ac) mark, 50% smaller!
THAT IS WAY TOO SMALLL FOR OUR AREA!

The Official Community Plan states that "for subdivisions, the gross development density of areas designated
Residential outside the Village area is 5 units per hectare (2 units per acre), with municipal water and sewer
services". It goes on to state that, "where density bonus, averaging, and clustering are applied in residential
areas outside the Village and Special Plan Areas,  a target average lot size of 960 sq.m, will be encouraged after
dedication of public open space, trail, and road corridors." "Density averaging" is a development strategy
typically used when there is a topographical impediment to developing similar-sized lots so that an 'average'
lot size is used with a specified minimum (usually, only a few of the lots would be near this minimum, not all of
them, as in this case). It should NOT be used to 'magically' CUT THE GROSS LOT SIZE TO HALF OF WHAT THE
OCP REQUIRES (which would allow for only 7 lots on the subject property)!! There is also no provision in this
proposal for the afore-mentioned "public open space, trail" or parkland (> 3 lots created)!

Good planning practices seek to decrease density as you move outwards from the Village Core ("node"), this
proposal turns that on its head! It is also considered beneficial to have some kind of 'buffering' between two,
adjacent communities but this proposal would essentially see similar densities on either side of the boundary,
very much a 'north Nanaimo', urban feel. NOT SEMI-RURAL! I

There is a potential for 24 households on the lots proposed and, with the narrower road (4 m less) required
to make it work, there will definitely be increased traffic (a potential safety issue) on both Dickinson and Owen
(a 'seal-coat' road surface) and more noise!

The 'amenity contribution' seems very low compared to the increase in value that rezoning would confer
upon the properties. I realize that a 'mini-study' was done fairly recently to try to compare the 'amenity
contribution' policies of other Vancouver Island communities but I believe that a key factor was missed - most
communities use a set amount but that fails to take into account the 'wildly different' land values in those
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communities so a set amount doesn't nearly tell the whole story! I don't think that somewhere around 2.25%

of the expected sales price would be unreasonable. Therefore, I feel that the per lot 'amenity contribution' for

any similar proposal in the future should be at least $5,500, which is in line with similarly priced communities

such as Central Saanich and Langford!

Thank you for your careful consideration of our position in opposition to this proposal.

Sincerely,

HansJ. Larsen, Cathie D. Ozero

7010 Owen Road

I  live in Lantzville, BC, CANADA and this keeps me busy!!
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